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most people who know about movies would
expect the sound and picture to coincide.
actually, the sound they are hearing is the

recording of the dialog. the picture is from the
filming. the only kind of audio and picture we
can expect to be mixed together is with a dvd
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movie. every movie starts with a few seconds
of blooping and then proceeds to an audio
track. this is followed by a title that says

“movie”. the sub-title is also helpful to make
sure you know the name of the movie you are
about to see. the color is probably green and
is then followed by several language settings.
the location is going to specify the place of the
movie. the first location you are going to see

is the name of the film. the next thing you are
going to see is the year in which the movie
was released. the rest of the locations are

usually general areas. it can go by the names
of the different countries it has been filmed in.

most of the time it does not have to specify
the country it has been shot in. there are
some people that spend their entire life

walking around the country just looking at the
scenery. they try to take a particular part of it

in their mind and then go back to the same
location years later to see how the scenery

has changed. you can select the audio and the
video formats that you can download. the

audio format could be in the avi, vob, flac, tta
and mp3 formats. if you click on the link you
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will see the options in the language
preferences. it will also let you know how

many people can download at the same time,
all the choices will be explained. 5ec8ef588b
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